
 

 

 

December 17, 2021 

 Head Coach Ron Rivera 

 

On losing QB Taylor Heinicke and signing QB Garrett Gilbert: 

“That exact reason. He went down, Garrett's a guy that we’re familiar with, we had him in Carolina. He knows 

the system. And so he gives a guy that gives us options. Another guy that knows the system and can play in the 

system. He's played some pretty good snaps before in the league as well. So it's a guy, we have some confidence 

moving forward with.”  

 

On if he knows who will start at QB: 

“No. What we're gonna do is we're gonna talk about it later today and then we'll see how things go tomorrow 

morning before we head out.” 

 

On possibly postponing the game:  

“Well, all we can go off is what we're hearing and we'll see what happens, but you know, it's one of those things 

we just gotta continue to get ready and see what's gonna happen. In the meantime, we gotta focus on preparing 

for Sunday. Earlier in the week, we talked about player safety, potentially getting impacted.” 

 

On if that is something that he is concerned with player safety: 

“No. I mean, you do have concerns over certain things like that, but for the most part, we gotta focus on getting 

ready to play.” 

 

On if there is anyone on the list that he anticipates might come off:  

“We are hopeful. We'll see what happens. We're obviously, we did our testing early so we can get those tests 

sent up so they can be evaluated. Hopefully, later on today we may get some good news. We do have a few 

guys that are close and if one of them just happens to cross the threshold, we'll have 'em back. So we're pretty 

hopeful.” 

 

On DE Montez sweat and his availability: 

“I know one thing is, he's been in all the meetings that we've had because they're all by Zoom. I know he has 

been working out, that much we're in tune with. We will see where he is today and tomorrow.”  

 

On crafting a gameplan with quarterbacks that aren’t in the system: 

“Well, the biggest thing is you try to map everything out for what they do best. We have three quarterbacks that 

have practice with us that do know what we do. We also know what their strengths are. I mean, so for the most 

part, what we'll have to do is take a look at it and see what the situation circumstances. We're gonna talk about it 

a little bit later today, and we'll talk about it tomorrow as well. That'll kind of help craft how we go through our 

walkthroughs tomorrow.” 

 

On his comfort level with the quarterbacks:  

“Well, the big thing I can say is as far as Kyle's concerned, Kyle Shurmur, I know he is a smart young man. He 

knows football, he gets football, he's got a good football pedigree, had a good career at Vandy. I know he's 



 

 

played in games, played in big games, but he hasn't really played in a real game at our level. He's played in 

preseason games. If that's where we have to go, that's where we're gonna go. We have a plan for that. If we go 

with a little more veteran guy in Garrett [Gilbert], we have a guy that knows the system, that has played in the 

system, played last year some very meaningful snaps when he was with Dallas. He's a guy that's got that kind of 

experience. If we did anything with Jordan [Ta'amu], obviously, this is pretty much the same situation as Kyle.” 

 

On if going through a similar situation last year prepared him for this: 

“It has given us a little bit of a roadmap because we were very familiar with what Taylor [Heinicke] could do, 

you know what I'm saying? And so that was the thing that really helped us. As far as Garrett's concerned, we are 

familiar with him. We do know what he does well, so we'll see. Again, as I said, the gameplan for the most part, 

will suit who we play.” 

 

On his level of optimism for WR Terry McLaurin playing Sunday:   

“Very high. I think Terry's done everything. He's taken each protocol by the steps that he is supposed to, and 

he's arrived at the point now where we'll see if we get the clearance today, which we believe he will get an 

opportunity to be cleared.”  

 

On what this week has been like for him and the player personnel department:   

“Well, for the most part, every time something came up [Senior Director of Player Personnel] Eric Stokes and 

his crew of guys would come up with something for us to look at and talk about. It was constant. It really was. It 

did pull me away from the football aspect of it and looking at the personnel an awful lot. And then there is some 

thought that as you go through it as to what else, what's next? But for the most part, I thought again with the 

help of our personnel department, for as smooth as it could go, I thought it went pretty well.” 

 

On keeping three quarterbacks active Sunday:  

“Well, that's part of the discussion because, again, we're gonna be real close with the numbers if we'll be able to 

have 48 up, for sure. If there's a chance or if we have to, most certainly.” 

 

On how taxing this week has been for him:   

“Yeah, I would say it fairly yes. But again, with what Eric Stokes and the personnel guys were ready for with 

[General Manager] Martin [Mayhew] and [Executive Vice President of Football/Player Personnel] Marty 

[Hurney], I thought we were able to really do some good things, find some guys that could come in and be more 

than serviceable. We’re pretty excited about our guys.” 

 

On if you can go into this game content with having everything you need but also having some frustration 

that the game was not pushed back: 

"I think you can. I mean, it's fair. It's a tough situation, tough set of circumstances. This is not by our doing. It's 

unfortunate the way it came about. But again, we've just gotta kind of wait and see what happens and just abide 

by what we have to do." 

 

On if they are trying to fill the roster holes with players that they have already vetted: 

"I would say for the majority have been guys that we've vetted, several of them were guys that we had who have 

come in and worked out. A few of the names that popped up were names that we were very, very familiar with. 

And so that's why we did the things that we did. I mean, bringing a [DE] Nate Orchard back off of a practice 

squad was a natural move for us because Nate played for us last year and did some things. He's a guy that we're 

familiar with and we know exactly what we're gonna get. We're going to get a guy that is going to come in and 

work hard. That's kind of how it all floated about was these names came up and we looked at them all and we 



 

 

wanted to know who knew a little bit about them. What was their background? Then we tried to make what we 

thought was the best decision."  

 

On if the team expects RB J.D. McKissic to play on Sunday: 

"We'll see. Again, I'm hopeful. But again, that's not up to me. We'll see what happens." 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 


